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Service assured

In a wide-ranging interview, World Commerce
Review talks to Chris Kelleher of Jersey Aircraft
Registry about how the current uncertain economic
environment is driving growth
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What is the background to JAR?

Jersey is a stable and respected base for all registration services
and has, for a long-time, been a popular choice for boat registration and, as well as its Register of Ships, it also offers a Companies
Registry and an online Security Interest Registry. Developing an
aircraft registry was thus a natural next step to meet the needs
of both those high net worth individuals physically relocating to
Jersey, as well as those who structure their wealth management
here and are looking for a convenient place to register their aircraft and yacht assets. As a result, JAR was launched in November
2015 with its first registration ZJ-THC - a brand-new Citation CJ4.
JAR focuses on registering high-value private and corporate aircraft, with safety uppermost and professional expertise, along
with priding itself on exceptional client service.

What is the approach to registration taken by JAR?

Our clients are busy individuals, so in establishing JAR we considered very seriously the need for speed and flexibility along with a
competitive scheme of charges. The Registry is run as a commercial operation by the Government of Jersey with the technical
services managed by a highly competent and professional aviation services provider, AVISA Aviation Safety Systems Ltd.

AVISA has a global presence spanning Europe, North America, the Middle East and Far East and this enables us to
combine the benefits of a truly worldwide reach whilst staying true to our high-standards, offering a personal service and responding swiftly to clients.
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What benefits can clients expect?

JAR offers registration services to both private and corporate aircraft, as well as aircraft mortgages. Also, a unique
service from JAR is the registration of commercial aircraft engine mortgages, as the engines can be registered separately to the airframe.

We anticipate that JAR will expand very rapidly to meet
client demand and we welcome the opportunity to
talk to any new clients looking to register aircraft in a
stable and tax-efficient environment
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Aircraft registered with JAR will be issued with a neutral nationality registration prefix ‘ZJ’ followed by three characters of the client’s choice, ‘ZJ-JAR’, for example. Conscious that clients are operating around the world and increasingly online, JAR has been designed to make it easy to register that way, and once fully launched, the system will be
available 24 hours a day, allowing clients to access the system simply and across all time zones.
Crucially, all clients with JAR benefit from registering within a safe, robust and internationally-endorsed regulatory
framework, the offer of a competitive scheme of charges, efficient registration turnaround and a professional approach.

How have JAR helped clients?

The bespoke and personal approach is proving particularly attractive to potential clients. We are receiving enquiries
from around the globe at all hours of the day, for instance, and clients appreciate our commitment to responding to
all of those as quickly as possible.
One of the Registry’s specialist services will be the registration of commercial airliners between leases, or when
parked awaiting the next lessee. Our speed and flexibility will enable clients to re-register at the end of a lease, complete necessary maintenance at any European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) maintenance organisation without
any additional authorisations, and then quickly export and de-register to their next lessee.
Our Airworthiness Surveyors are airline experienced and JAR is able to validate European and American flight crew
licences to allow ease of positioning flights.

How is JAR progressing in the market?
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Jersey remains a financially and politically stable jurisdiction, and this is proving attractive in the current uncertain
economic environment for security and wealth planning reasons. As the newest aircraft registry, JAR is competing
well with other established offshore registries and we expect the initial strong interest to continue.
We are a small commercially-minded Registry team, which means we work very efficiently with AVISA to ensure
aircraft registry is turned around as quickly and effectively as possible, to include applications, validations and certifications, and that clients receive the personal attention they are looking for. We feel that this bespoke approach will
set us apart in the market.

How do you see the future for JAR?

The response from industry has been very positive and we have received numerous enquiries from around the
globe. In particular, the establishment of JAR has created the opportunity for local intermediaries to add the Registry to their range of services, further enhancing the options offered by Jersey as a competitive finance centre working with high net worth clients and international businesses.
With currently one fixed based operation at Jersey Airport and another site under development, there will be further opportunities for providing an expanded portfolio of services, that could include aircraft maintenance and repair which if aircraft, and aircraft ownership meet the criteria, local Goods and Service Tax (GST) will be ‘zero-rated’.
Likewise, for new high net worth individuals, with private or corporate aircraft, considering moving to the Island,
GST may also be ‘zero-rated’, again if they meet the agreed criteria.

Overall, we anticipate that JAR will expand very rapidly to meet client demand and we welcome the opportunity to
talk to any new clients looking to register aircraft in a stable and tax-efficient environment. ■
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For all aviation enquiries, please contact the JAR Team through www.jar.je

